The most effective solution to technological problems usually lies in more innovation, not less.

Executive Summary
Public and political interest is intensifying in artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and robotics. As these technological capabilities advance, legislative and regulatory proposals for algorithmic systems will grow alongside them. Public policy will play a crucial role in shaping the so-called “computational revolution.”

To ensure that the United States can be a global leader in advanced technology sectors, we must create a policy innovation culture that encourages and rewards the entrepreneurial spirit of the American people. The danger exists that the United States could adopt the opposite approach, locking entrepreneurs and investors in an “innovation cage” that constrains their growth opportunities.

Ultimately, policymakers must make a choice between two general policy defaults that will govern most algorithmic systems: the precautionary principle or permissionless innovation. Under the highly risk-averse precautionary principle approach, algorithmic innovations would essentially be treated as guilty until proven innocent, a legal standard generally shunned as unfair to individuals. Under the permissionless innovation approach, AI entrepreneurship is generally given a green light and treated as innocent until proven guilty, ensuring that people are mostly at liberty to create new things.
This paper explores the dangers of adopting a highly regulatory approach and recommends continuing with the more permissionless approach to policy that helped spawn the digital revolution and made U.S. tech companies global powerhouses. Although some safeguards will be needed to minimize certain AI risks, a more flexible, bottom-up (i.e., less regulated) governance approach can address these concerns without creating overbearing, top-down (i.e., more regulated) mandates, which would hinder algorithmic innovations.

The ramifications of this policy choice are significant because AI and algorithmic systems play an important role in the United States’ global competitive advantage and relative geopolitical power. With China becoming a major competitor in advanced information technology sectors and other nations racing to be at the forefront of the unfolding computational revolution, the United States must create a positive innovation culture if it hopes to prosper economically and ensure a safer, more secure technological base.

The Importance of Innovation Culture

Technological innovation has been a key driver of improvements in human well-being throughout history, producing greater economic growth, worker opportunities and societal choices. Additionally, nations that have created a more positive innovation culture have enjoyed greater technological advancement than those that have not. Key elements of this type of culture include “attitudes towards innovation, technology, exchange of knowledge, entrepreneurial activities, business, uncertainty,” and related activities.

The foundation of a positive innovation culture is a dynamic, open economy that encourages new entry; entrepreneurialism; continuous investment; and the free movement of goods, ideas and talent. Public policy has a strong influence on these prerequisites. The most basic lesson of economic history can be simply stated: You will only get as much innovation as you allow.

Whenever new technologies challenge the existing economic or societal status quo, opponents to change emerge. All too often, these anti-technological forces use public policy to erect barriers to innovation and entrepreneurialism, locking in archaic rules or systems that benefit incumbent companies and other special interests. This is the “innovation cage” problem, in which these forces lock down entrepreneurial activities by default.

A positive innovation culture requires that individuals have the freedom to try new things without needing bureaucratic permission at every juncture. The rise of the internet and the explosive growth of the digital economy in the past 20 years demonstrates this. Twenty-five years ago, the Clinton administration created a bold vision for internet governance that allowed the United States’ information and communications technology (ICT) sectors to break out of the innovation cage that had constrained the entrepreneurial spirit and economic potential of the nation.\(^9\)

Once unleashed, the U.S. ICT sector became “a growth powerhouse” that drove “remarkable gains, powering real economic growth and employment.”\(^10\)

That policy vision continues to resonate today as the United States considers how to promote and govern AI, machine learning, robotics and algorithmic systems more generally. The same principles that powered the digital revolution can now drive the computational revolution—but only if the nation gets its innovation culture right.

Unfortunately, many policymakers already appear to be heading in the wrong direction regarding important emerging technologies. For example, last year, the Biden administration released an “AI Bill of Rights” that—while not yet a formal regulatory agenda—represents a fear-based model of technology policymaking.\(^11\)

The effort foreshadows what could become a precautionary principle-based policy regime for AI and the computational technologies of the future. If such an approach were to become the basis of AI policy, the resulting legal standard for many algorithmic systems would become what some pro-regulatory law professors refer to as “unlawfulness by default.”\(^12\) In other words, AI entrepreneurs and their innovations would essentially be treated as guilty until proven innocent.

Concerningly, unlawfulness by default could also result in technological stagnation by default. With this issue in mind, we outline in this paper how highly precautionary policy approaches have historically created innovation cages for algorithmic entrepreneurs and investors. We discuss extensively the value of rejecting such approaches and reembracing and extending the Clinton administration’s sensible innovation culture for digital technologies, which is rooted in the idea of permissionless innovation—the notion that entrepreneurs and innovations are innocent until proven guilty.\(^13\) Importantly, we also offer practical strategies that policymakers can consider to help the United States create the positive innovation culture needed to unlock more economic opportunities and meet the growing global competition from China and other nations in cutting-edge emerging technology sectors.

A Brief History of the United States’ Disastrous Analog-Era Policy Regime

For most of the past century, a convoluted thicket of federal, state and local regulations controlled activity in the ICT sector. The laws and regulations governing the technologies of the analog era (i.e., newspapers, magazines, wireline telephony, broadcasting and cable) were intended to support “the public interest,” but all too often failed to do so.14 These governing mechanisms included operating licenses, line-of-business restrictions, price controls, rate-of-return regulations, technical device/equipment regulations and various quality-of-service or access requirements.15 In the mid-1990s, however, U.S. policymakers adopted a series of bipartisan reforms and policy statements that largely rejected the nation’s analog-era regulatory regime and that signaled a new direction for the governance of ICT.16

It is important to understand why experts came to view the policies of the era as a failure so that the United States does not repeat the mistakes of the past when considering the governance of new technologies like AI and robotics. In short, analog-era regulatory policies created a rigid innovation cage that severely constrained entrepreneurial activities and competition. Although the United States’ old communications and media regulatory system stopped short of the full-blown nationalization pursued by other countries, the alternative that policymakers created was not much better for innovators or consumers.17 The result of this complex web of regulations was less ICT innovation, fewer choices and higher prices for lackluster service.18 In that regulatory environment, “innovation” was often defined as a longer cord or different color on the telephone handset provided by the phone monopoly. No one could shop around for better options because none existed. In most instances, it was illegal to compete, and new services were treated as guilty until proven innocent under a precautionary, principle-based regime that valued stability over market dynamism.

The way in which the public interest was defined shifted with the political winds to suit the whims of those in power—both in government and in industry—at any given time. The “public interest” was also regularly invoked as a rationale for censorship and a way to evade the First Amendment.19 Policymakers created a chaotic legal standard for speech, which held that something written in a newspaper or book enjoyed robust First Amendment protection while the uttering of the same words on a broadcast television or radio station would result in the revocation of an operator’s license.20 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulators
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also used the agency’s open-ended public interest authority to influence media companies through what came to be known as “regulation by raised eyebrow,” or “regulatory threats that cajole industry members into slight modifications” of their programming.  

It seemed abundantly clear that the public interest standard had little to do with what the public actually wanted—more competition, more choices and more diverse content.  

In the 1950s, for example, misguided FCC policies prevented the emergence of DuMont, an aspiring nationwide television network. Regulators took steps to constrain spectrum allocation and steer licenses away from national or regional TV networks, often in the name of encouraging more media “localism.” Unfortunately, those efforts greatly limited the emergence of competitors like DuMont, who could not satisfy the FCC’s rigged preferences. Consumers would have to wait another 30 years before Rupert Murdoch would launch Fox as a fourth national network in the mid-1980s, and even that effort was resisted initially by some policymakers. Similarly, the advent of cable and satellite television was initially met with regulatory roadblocks as broadcasters lobbied for continued protection from competition. In addition, as recently as the mid-2000s, terrestrial radio broadcasters lobbied heavily to stop satellite radio operators from launching competing services on the grounds that it might undermine media localism. Thankfully, that anticompetitive protectionist effort failed.

Having created monopolies through misguided regulations, policymakers also took some steps to control them through many additional layers of convoluted rules that sought to limit the market power or ownership rights of many firms. Regulation thus became a self-perpetuating cycle as more and more rules were added over time to address problems created by earlier misguided mandates and illogical interventions. As a result, regulatory accumulation became a chronic problem in the ICT sector, and it remains so today for traditional telecom and media services.
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The FCC currently ranks first among independent regulatory agencies in terms of rules promulgated, outpacing the Securities and Exchange Commission and Nuclear Regulatory Commission, among others.33

It is hard for law to restrain markets and innovation forever, however, and beginning in the 1970s and continuing into the 1980s, small cracks began to appear in the old regulatory edifice.34 Once cable television and wireless networks became feasible and then increasingly popular, incumbent operators and regulators could not contain them entirely; they could only slow their advance.35

During that same period, a more significant technological storm was gathering that the FCC and other policymakers had even less ability to constrain: the data and computing revolutions. Whereas cable, satellite and wireless innovators were cursed to be “born in regulatory captivity” (i.e., they were immediately confronted with the existing thicket of regulations and agencies), the data and computing sectors were largely “born free” of any preexisting sectoral rules or regulators.36 Instead, common law rules and general consumer protection laws and agencies covered these technologies.

Being “born free” constituted a major strategic advantage because it gave entrepreneurs in those new sectors greater breathing room to innovate without prior restraint. In the 1970s and 80s, for example, innovators like Steve Jobs of Apple and Bill Gates of Microsoft did not need to seek out prior approval, such as a license or other operating permit, to launch a new line of computers or software programs. They just did it because they were free to do so—and that is still the case for most computing and online services today. In other words, these digital innovators were not stuck in the captivity of an innovation cage; they enjoyed the freedom to innovate that accompanies an open, dynamic innovation culture.

Once entrepreneurs and consumers experienced the benefits of market-based innovation, the new technological era of permissionless innovation was underway. Policy actions were still needed, however, to ensure a new pro-freedom innovation culture could take hold.

The United States’ Internet Policy Default: Free to Innovate

By the mid-1990s, most industry analysts and many policymakers were raising questions about the failures of the traditional regulatory regime.37 These experts came to view the old regulatory system with greater suspicion once its costs became evident. With technological change happening faster in unregulated sectors, lawmakers grew increasingly open to policy changes, and they worked in
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a bipartisan way to improve U.S. innovation culture for the better. Three crucial things happened during this period that would set the United States on a course to dominate global ICT markets over the next quarter century.

First, the Clinton administration opened the internet to commercialization and private use.\(^\text{38}\) Previously, only government agencies, university researchers and a handful of other large organizations were allowed to use the Net—and strictly for noncommercial purposes.\(^\text{39}\) Once the Net was opened to everyone, a trickle of digital activity quickly turned into a flood of online speech and commerce.\(^\text{40}\) The online revolution was underway.

Second, Congress passed, and President Bill Clinton signed into law, the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which did not seek to pigeonhole the internet into the old regulatory system.\(^\text{41}\) Instead, the Telecom Act largely ignored the internet, barely mentioning it in the text of the law.\(^\text{42}\) There was an important exception, however. The Telecom Act included a provision that today has become quite controversial: Section 230.\(^\text{43}\) That provision immunized online intermediaries from liability for the content and communications posted by others on their networks, thus allowing online speech and commerce to flow freely.\(^\text{44}\) This immunity kept online operators free from the constant threat of onerous lawsuits and it was the linchpin of the explosive growth of digital platforms that followed.\(^\text{45}\) While some critics today say the provision was too generous, in reality, Section 230 is likely responsible for more economic growth than any provision of law Congress has enacted over the past half century.\(^\text{46}\) It has been a remarkable engine for innovation and helped U.S. firms become global powerhouses, attracting global venture capital and talent to our shores in the process.\(^\text{47}\)

The final major policy development of importance occurred in July 1997 when the Clinton administration published its Framework for Global Electronic Commerce.\(^\text{48}\) It established a market-oriented policy vision for the digital economy that created a positive innovation culture in which online speech and commerce could blossom. The Framework came at a time when there was still a lot of uncertainty about digital technology. Some skeptics then viewed the internet as a fad that would pass.
In 1998, for example, a Nobel Prize-winning economist infamously predicted that the internet’s impact on the global economy would be “no greater than the fax machine’s.”

Luckily, the Clinton administration made a bet on the future, believing that the Net and digital commerce represented a great innovation opportunity for the United States. When launching the Framework, President Bill Clinton boldly declared that, “[the internet’s] potential is nothing short of revolutionary,” predicting that, “[i]n just a few years, it will generate hundreds of billions of dollars in goods and services.” Clinton’s optimism was vindicated as electronic commerce exploded and digital innovation became the foundation of significant economic growth and new jobs. According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, in 2021, “the U.S. digital economy accounted for $3.70 trillion of gross output, $2.41 trillion of value added (translating to 10.3 percent of U.S. gross domestic product (GDP)), $1.24 trillion of compensation, and 8.0 million jobs.” Figure 1 demonstrates this impressive economic output. U.S. tech innovators flourished thanks to the Framework’s positive vision and policies like Section 230, which allowed U.S. ICT firms to become globally dominant in their respective fields.

More importantly, this policy vision led to a cornucopia of new communications and content options for the public, enabling a move from a world of information scarcity to one of information abundance.

**Figure 1: U.S. Digital Economy Value Added (2005-2021)**
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The United States can replicate that success and spur the next great technological revolution by encouraging the development of AI, machine learning and robotics. To do so and to lead the computational revolution, U.S. policymakers must reembrace the policy vision that drove the digital revolution. *The Framework for Global Electronic Commerce* contained five key principles that can drive technology policy today:

1. “The private sector should lead,” and “[t]he Internet should develop as a market driven arena not a regulated industry.” Instead of imposing preemptive constraints, the better approach is to “encourage industry self-regulation and private sector leadership where possible.”

2. Governments “should refrain from imposing new and unnecessary regulations, bureaucratic procedures,” or other undue burdens on digital interactions.

3. “Where governmental involvement is needed, its aim should be to support and enforce a predictable, minimalist, consistent and simple legal environment for commerce.”

4. “Governments should recognize the unique qualities of the Internet” and appreciate “its decentralized nature and [...] tradition of bottom-up governance.”

5. “Electronic commerce on the Internet should be facilitated on a global basis” and “the legal framework supporting commercial transactions should be consistent and predictable.”

These principles can guide AI and help give rise to a computational revolution that U.S.-based companies are well situated to lead. While competition from European and Chinese rivals has intensified, innovators operating there face serious threats from overbearing regulators and politicians looking to control new technologies. This gives the United States an opening to be a global leader in an important new technological sector.

**How Policy Defaults Influence Innovation Culture**

This comparison between analog era and digital era governance approaches makes it clear that policy defaults—the regulatory standard that innovator’s confront before releasing new products—have a crucial bearing on the type of innovation culture and the growth potential a country can hope to enjoy. Again, we will only achieve as much innovation as we allow to begin with. Therefore, as U.S. policymakers begin considering formal policy frameworks for newer digital technologies like AI and robotics, it is important to understand the lessons of history and the crucial connection between regulatory defaults and innovation culture.
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Technological revolutions are born from innovation cultures that reward risk-taking; investment; and the free movement of people, products, capital and ideas. Every restriction that limits those things—or that even creates confusion and uncertainty about them—will undermine a nation’s innovation culture and its prospects for prosperity. If the United States is to lead the computational revolution and repeat its success in the digital revolution, it is essential that policymakers revisit and reembrace the original principles and policies.

Importantly, policy for emerging technologies must not be fear-based or built on a premise of worst-case thinking about the future. Technology critics tend to look at new AI innovations and see only potential problems, all of which they want to preemptively address before new algorithmic technologies are encouraged. This can be thought of as “regulation by hypothesis,” or policymaking by worst-case hypotheticals without any regard to the opportunity cost of proposed regulatory restrictions.

Concerns about emerging technologies like AI should be taken seriously, of course, but it is equally important that humans be able to flourish and enjoy the fruits of innovation. There is a compelling interest in ensuring that innovations are developed and made widely available to society. Technological critics often casually assume that important innovations will just magically come about, and they jump ahead to ponder all the ways they believe we will need to control the future. However, there is no need to worry about the future if inventors cannot even create it first.

The danger exists that policy for algorithmic systems could be formulated in such a way that innovations are treated as guilty until proven innocent—i.e., a precautionary principle approach to policy—resulting in many important AI applications never getting off the drawing board. If regulatory impediments block or slow the creation of life-enriching, and even life-saving, AI innovations, that would leave society less well-off and give rise to different types of societal risks.

Another technology policy priority is to avoid replicating the regulatory mistakes of the past. We know what does not work because we have a full century of well-documented failures to learn from, and we know what does work thanks to the recent successes the United States has enjoyed using a very different policy approach for the internet and ecommerce. Put simply, the United States must reject the precautionary principle-based thinking and policies of the old analog era and instead reembrace the permissionless innovation vision of the digital era.

The Two Great Lessons of Analog-Era Tech Policy

The history of the United States’ analog-era policy regime offers two crucial lessons for technological governance more generally:

1. First, no matter how well intentioned any rules may be, preemptive prior restraints on innovative activities will generate many different costs and unintended consequences. Just because someone claims that something is “in the public interest” does not automatically mean it is. Real-world results matter more than good intentions.

2. Second, we cannot pursue better market-driven ways to address important policy goals when heavy-handed regulation makes them difficult or impossible. The touchstones of good policy are humility and flexibility.

Consider how both lessons were evident in the past—but also largely ignored—in the context of wireless spectrum and universal service policy.

- **Spectrum policy**: In the 1950s and 60s, an economist who proposed property rights and auctions to better allocate wireless spectrum was laughed out of the room at a 1959 FCC hearing. At the time, it was thought to be in the public interest to assign spectrum through a top-down licensing regime that tightly limited the use and sale of any wireless service. In essence, it was an inflexible “zoning” regime for spectrum use. While it is impossible to know exactly how much earlier robust, nationwide wireless markets might have developed had policymakers heeded economists’ advice to tap the power of market incentives, it is likely that the opportunity costs of this policy miscalculation were significant. Investments in alternative communications and media platforms, services and devices were delayed for decades until the FCC liberalized spectrum markets and used auctions to allocate wireless services in the 1990s.

To appreciate the true costs of this decision, imagine if the FCC would have possessed authority over the computer sector during the 1950s and used its authority to dictate that only vacuum tube mainframes were “in the public interest” and would, therefore, be federally licensed and regulated. Transistorized computers and the personal computer revolution would have likely been delayed significantly had such a regulatory regime been in place because massive mainframes were thought to be the only machines capable of serious computational tasks.

- **Universal telephone service**: Another example of good intentions gone wrong involves universal service. Ensuring that the public was connected to basic telephone service was a worthy policy goal over the last century, but it did not need to be limited by inflexible, highly inefficient, top-down regulatory mandates and controls. Instead, policymakers could have opted to “voucherize” universal service assistance, allowing consumers to shop around for telecom and media

service alternatives using a means-tested government voucher. Unfortunately, instead of passing out pro-competitive vouchers to generate pro-competitive incentives, governments passed out local monopolies and then demanded that those firms always offer the community basic service.

Imagine if, in the name of ensuring that every community had low-cost food, the first grocery store or restaurant in town had to serve everyone the same (price-controlled) food in exchange for protection from any potential competitors that followed. That would be a highly inefficient way to pursue such goals, yet it was the law of the land for almost a full century for telecommunications in the United States. Things could have worked differently with vouchers. Just as policymakers long ago adopted food stamps to give people the flexibility to buy the food they wanted from the store they wanted, policymakers could have similarly used means-tested “phone stamps” to let households shop around for their communications or media needs. Unfortunately, even now, America is still struggling to find efficient ways to provide broadband access to underserved individuals when pro-competitive solutions could be implemented.

The common themes in both of these examples were mandates over markets; top-down regulatory decision-making over bottom-up, consumer-driven processes; and policy rigidity over flexible experimentation. These policy choices restricted entrepreneurialism, competition and consumer choice in myriad ways. In short, they created a suboptimal innovation culture that had to be abandoned to unlock the full potential of the U.S. ICT sector.

The United States turned an important corner when policymakers moved away from that regime to close the 20th century and embraced a fresh approach for computing, data services and the digital economy. The defining feature of the new approach was an embrace of permissionless innovation, and a corresponding rejection of the precautionary principle as the default for ICT policy.

Generally speaking, flexible, bottom-up, consumer-driven governance beats technocratic, top-down regulation. The United States did not need a grandiose regulatory plan or over-arching bureaucracy to guide the development and growth of the internet. In fact, digital entrepreneurialism and online innovation flourished precisely because the U.S. did not adopt such mandates or technocratic agencies. Had the United States created a Federal Computer Commission or a National Internet Agency, the resulting red tape burdens would have left us no better off than Europe, where mountains of paperwork compliance requirements resulted in a staggering loss of competitive advantage. It is difficult to name any leading global information technology companies based in Europe because heavy-handed

regulations and overlapping bureaucracies kneecapped digital entrepreneurs and forced many European innovators and investors to jump the Atlantic and launch their ideas here instead.  

Critics will claim that many unforeseen privacy and security problems developed due to the rise of the internet and digital networks. That is true, and we are still devising solutions to many of those issues. But we should not fool ourselves into believing we could have solved all of these problems preemptively through regulatory mandates—at least not without fundamentally stunting the development of digital technologies the same way telecom and media innovation and competition were stifled in the previous century by overbearing regulatory mandates.

We should work through challenges as they come at us, but the right policy default for the internet and for AI continues to be “innovation allowed.” Entrepreneurs and their creations must be treated as innocent until proven guilty. Table 1 illustrates how this approach to innovation policy contrasts with the precautionary principle-oriented vision of technological governance.

Table 1: Innovation Policy Conflict of Visions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precautionary Principle (&quot;Innovation Cage&quot;)</th>
<th>Permissionless Innovation (&quot;Innovation Culture&quot;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation is guilty until proven innocent</td>
<td>Innovation is innocent until proven guilty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom applied via top-down planning and regulation</td>
<td>Wisdom applied via bottom-up, consumer-centric trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium and stability are the primary goals</td>
<td>Experimentation and resiliency are the primary goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress must be guided; perhaps limited</td>
<td>Progress should be freewheeling and open-ended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of risk and uncertainty</td>
<td>Embrace of risk and uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety through anticipatory regulation</td>
<td>Safety through iterative, flexible governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-ante (preemptive) solutions</td>
<td>Ex-post (responsive) solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When problems arise, there exist many ex-post (responsive) flexible governance remedies including various common law solutions (torts, class actions, contract law, etc). And there are many regulations already, including the recall authority possessed by many regulatory agencies as well as various federal and state consumer protection policies. To reiterate what the Framework for Global Electronic Commerce properly recommended, “where governmental involvement is needed, its aim should be to support and enforce a predictable, minimalist, consistent and simple legal environment for commerce.”
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Biden’s AI “Bill of Rights”—The Beginning of Burdensome Regulations?

The policy choices we make now will help determine which innovation culture the United States creates for AI and algorithmic innovations. The question is whether policymakers will reembrace the permissionless innovation vision that powered digital technologies and online services or revert to the permission-slip-oriented regulatory model of the analog era.

Some scholars note that evidence suggests, “we are moving away from permissionless innovation and toward the precautionary principle.”66 Indeed, the Biden administration and many in Congress appear ready to reverse course and abandon the highly successful policy legacy of the permissionless innovation era.67 While the Obama and Trump administrations generally embraced the Clinton administration’s market-driven vision for ICT, many policymakers are currently floating more aggressive regulatory approaches for both existing digital platforms as well as new algorithmic systems.68

In October 2022, the White House released a “Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights” (AI Blueprint) and an accompanying list of “Key Actions to Advance Tech Accountability and Protect the Rights of the American Public” (Key Actions).69 This is part of a growing effort by the Biden administration to craft a broad-based governance framework for algorithmic systems.

While some of the recommendations in the AI Blueprint and corresponding Key Actions document are quite amorphous and aspirational, several could be burdensome in practice and represent a major setback for U.S. efforts to be a leader in global AI competition. With China and other countries attempting to catch up to the United States on the algorithmic technology front, the United States must implement smart policy that supports innovation and avoids a burdensome new regulatory regime.70

Importantly, however, the 73-page AI Blueprint begins with a disclaimer that the document “is non-binding and does not constitute U.S. government policy” and also “does not require compliance with the principles described herein.”71 Thus, what follows in the document is merely a set of aspirational principles or suggested best practices, which is welcome news. If these best practices were to remain in the realm of “soft law”—i.e., unbinding and informal norms and standards—they might not be as constraining or burdensome in practice. The AI Blueprint dodges the question of whether these principles might be converted into formal policies, but

an earlier Biden administration sketch of “a Bill of Rights for an AI-Powered World” suggested the need for “new laws and regulations to fill gaps,” and that “states might choose to adopt similar practices.”

With that framing in mind, the AI Blueprint opens by claiming that algorithmic systems are “unsafe, ineffective, or biased”; “deeply harmful”; “threaten the rights of the American public”; and “are used to limit our opportunities and prevent our access to critical resources or services.” The AI Blueprint continues in this vein, repeatedly stressing possible dangers over potential opportunities.

It is certainly true that AI systems have their share of faults and potential dangers, just as every new technology poses certain risks. Some of these risks are real; others are hypothetical. Nevertheless, the AI Blueprint mostly stresses worst-case possibilities. This is an issue because fear-driven policymaking undermines innovation culture. Living in constant fear of worst-case scenarios—and premising public policy on them—means that best-case scenarios will never come about. This, in turn, denies the public many potential benefits of technologies that may be delayed or kept off the market. Instead, the United States needs a more flexible governance vision for AI that rejects fear-based policymaking as its starting point. And we can look to the Clinton-era internet principles for a more positive innovation culture vision of algorithmic governance.

Both the Biden administration’s AI Blueprint and the Clinton administration’s Framework contain five core principles, but those principles diverge considerably. The Biden AI Blueprint focuses on affirmative obligations and constraints for AI innovators, whereas the Clinton Framework focuses on entrepreneurial freedoms.

Consider the AI Blueprint’s first principle: “You should be protected from unsafe or ineffective systems.” Although that initial premise is reasonable, the AI Blueprint goes on to advise, “[a]utomated systems should not be designed with an intent or reasonably foreseeable possibility of endangering your safety or the safety of your community. They should be designed to proactively protect you from harms stemming from unintended, yet foreseeable, uses or impacts of automated systems.” Going further, the AI Blueprint suggests several other obligations for AI developers regarding this principle:

- “The public should be consulted in the design, implementation, deployment, acquisition, and maintenance phases of automated system development, with emphasis on early-stage consultation before a system is introduced or a large change implemented.”
- “Systems should undergo extensive testing before deployment.”
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• “Before deployment, and in a proactive and ongoing manner, potential risks of the automated system should be identified and mitigated.”
• “In some cases, it may be appropriate for an independent ethics review to be conducted before deployment.”

Although these best practices are not inherently objectionable, if they were to be translated into regulatory requirements improperly, they could give rise to a more convoluted process for algorithmic design based on highly subjective and potentially unforeseeable potential future risks.

Other principles found in the report seek to limit data collection and create broad, open-ended requirements for algorithmic innovators to create opt-out or complaint procedures. Another of the five major principles relates to avoiding algorithmic discrimination, and the document suggests that this “should include proactive equity assessments as part of the system design” as well as a formal algorithmic impact assessment. Algorithmic audits and impact assessments have become increasingly popular in the field of AI governance, with many academics and others suggesting that they could be a useful tool for evaluating algorithmic design and functionality in a search for various risks.79

Congressional lawmakers are floating many new laws to regulate AI in a top-down fashion.80 The Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2022 would require that any large company that “deploys any augmented critical decision process” must undertake algorithmic impact assessments “to eliminate or mitigate, in a timely manner, any impact made by an augmented critical decision process that demonstrates a likely material negative impact that has legal or similarly significant effects on a consumer’s life.”81 The law mandates that firms file those audits with the Federal Trade Commission and creates a new Bureau of Technology within the agency to oversee the process. Legislators have proposed many other laws to regulate algorithms in an attempt to address broader social issues, such as hate speech, conspiracy theories and child safety, including the “Protecting Americans from Dangerous Algorithms Act.” Many academics have already promoted formal regulatory ideas and agencies like an “FDA for Algorithms,” a National Algorithmic Technology Safety Administration, or an AI Control Council, among other ideas.82

Other academics have suggested modeling algorithmic audits and permitting procedures after the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), a 1970 law that requires formal environmental impact statements for major federal actions “significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.”83 Many states have adopted similar regulatory requirements.

NEPA is a troubling model for algorithmic audits because it is now widely acknowledged that the law slows progress on important societal goals and projects. Analysts have found that NEPA assessments, which were initially just a few pages long, today average more than 600 pages and include appendices that average over 1,000 pages.84 These assessments now also take an average of 4.5 years to complete, and some take much longer.85 This process has held up or even derailed many important infrastructure projects and clean energy initiatives. One NEPA expert notes that the law has also become highly politicized and “seems easily captured by small groups with strongly held opinions” who stand ready to block almost all progress on important projects, adding, “[b]ecause it adds cost and uncertainty to any new major project, NEPA is effectively a bias towards the status quo.”86 The Atlantic notes that, “many people within the environmentalist movement are undermining the nation’s emissions goals in the name of localism and community input.”87

If NEPA becomes a model for mandated algorithmic audits, AI innovation would similarly grind to a halt in the face of lengthy delays, formidable paperwork burdens and considerable compliance costs. Opponents of different forms of AI innovation would use the mandatory auditing process to slow or block important algorithmic advances, all in the name of “democratic input” that would not likely be all that democratic in reality. Instead, a small number of vociferous regulatory advocates and special interests would simply use the process to constantly veto new ideas and products.

To reiterate, as abstract best practices, many of the AI Blueprint’s recommendations are unobjectionable, including the notion that AI developers should regularly evaluate their algorithms for negative impacts. Using occasional voluntary audits might be one way of carrying out this objective. However, if the AI Blueprint’s principles come to inspire the passage of new laws like the Algorithmic Accountability Act, or if they encourage federal regulatory agencies to aggressively regulate under amorphous existing authority, or even if they encourage states to impose a patchwork of algorithmic mandates, the resulting regulatory system would open AI innovators to massive ex-ante compliance costs or ex-post liability threats.

If such principles were imposed through a top-down, technocratic system, the United States would be walking down the path that the EU has already charted with its regulatory regime for the data-driven economy, which decimated its information technology sector.
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across the continent. The European Commission itself estimates that the mandate to set up the quality management systems required by the law will cost roughly $193,000-$330,000 upfront plus $71,400 in yearly maintenance cost.

**Toward Agile Governance for AI**

It remains to be seen where the Biden administration, Congress and the states will take AI policy from here and how much those efforts may diverge from the permissionless innovation vision that has undergirded U.S. innovation and growth over the past quarter century. If President Joe Biden’s “Bill of Rights” instead becomes a bill of regulations, it will be a major setback to U.S. efforts to innovate and compete globally in the algorithmic economy of the future. Even in the absence of federal action, U.S. algorithmic innovators could also be squeezed between the worst of what the European Union seeks to impose on global firms and the looming patchwork of convoluted algorithmic regulations that are emerging at the state and local levels nationwide.

Policymakers should once again work in a bipartisan fashion to spur another U.S.-led technological revolution by ensuring that algorithmic technologies are “born free” and that creative minds are given a green light to launch new ideas and products without onerous prior restraints. Policymakers and innovators need to work together to find flexible, iterative, bottom-up governance solutions over time. This sort of governance approach envisions many different actors and mechanisms playing a role in ensuring a well-functioning system, often outside of traditional political or regulatory systems.

**“Soft Law”**

Many types of so-called “soft-law” solutions can fill governance gaps for algorithmic systems. Soft law is a catch-all term for the many informal, iterative, experimental and collaborative solutions that are becoming increasingly common governance mechanisms for complex and fast-moving emerging technology sectors.

Soft-law governance mechanisms differ from hard law in that they lack the same degree of enforceability. The list of soft-law approaches is constantly evolving, but includes multi-stakeholder processes; experimental “sandboxes”; industry best practices or codes of conduct; technical standards; private certifications; agency workshops and guidance documents; informal negotiations; and education and awareness-building efforts. Many countries like Japan, Singapore and South Korea are pursuing more flexible and decentralized governance approaches for AI that are
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 mostly nonregulatory in character.95 Multi-stakeholder processes are a particularly important type of soft law, and they have been used extensively over the past quarter century to address a variety of internet-era technology developments.96

**Private Standards and Best Practices**

Professional bodies and standards-setting organizations also play an important role in shaping best practices for AI. Organizations such as the Association of Computing Machinery, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the International Organization for Standardization and UL (formerly known as Underwriters Laboratory) have all developed ethical guidelines and standards to ensure “safety-by-design” (which incorporates privacy, safety and antidiscrimination guidelines).97

Many major trade associations and individual companies have been formulating governance frameworks and ethical guidelines for AI development and use. For example, among large trade associations, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the Business Roundtable, the BSA | The Software Alliance, ACT (The App Association) and the Consumer Technology Association have all recently released major AI best-practice guidelines.98 Many large tech companies have also adopted guidelines for ethical AI practices, including IBM, Intel, Google, Microsoft, Salesforce, SAP and Sony, among others. There is remarkable consistency among these corporate statements in terms of the best practices and ethical guidelines they endorse. Each trade association or corporate set of guidelines align closely with a core set of “ethics by design” values.

These more bottom-up and agile governance approaches go a long way toward helping to promote a culture of responsibility among leading AI innovators, and they represent a better way of balancing safety and innovation for complex, rapidly evolving computational and computing technologies like AI. To foster a positive innovation culture, the United States’ goal should be to build on these soft law governance mechanisms and supplement them with voluntary certification and auditing regimes to enhance AI ethical practices. This can be done in a more flexible and voluntary way to avoid onerous, precautionary, principle-oriented regulatory mandates.

**Ongoing Multi-Stakeholder Efforts**

The government should still have a role, but it should squarely focus on helping convene different stakeholders to work toward consensus best practices on an
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ongoing basis. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is already taking these steps. It has developed an AI Risk Management Framework, which already addresses many of the concerns raised in the Biden Blueprint, but in a more flexible and less fear-based fashion.

This NIST project, which builds on a previous multi-stakeholder effort on cybersecurity risk, is meant to help AI developers better understand how to identify and address various types of potential algorithmic risk. NIST notes that this voluntary Framework “is designed to be responsive to new risks as they emerge” instead of attempting to itemize them all in advance. NIST notes that “[t]his flexibility is particularly important where impacts are not easily foreseeable and applications are evolving” and acknowledges that although some of the risk and benefits of AI are well known, assessing the degree of actual harm associated with some of the negative impacts can be challenging. This is a sensible way to think about AI risks because it makes it clear that it will be difficult to preemptively identify and address all potential issues and concerns in advance.

### Product Recall Authority and Consumer Protection Law

It is also worth reiterating that emerging technologies like AI and robotics will continue to be governed by a wide variety of other existing regulatory and court-based mechanisms. Consumer protection agencies (like the Federal Trade Commission or comparable state offices) continuously bring actions against bad actors who engage in unfair and deceptive practices. Moreover, several regulatory agencies possess recall authority that allows them to remove products from the market when certain unforeseen problems become apparent. For example, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Food & Drug Administration and Consumer Product Safety Commission all possess broad recall authority that could be used to address risks that develop for many algorithmic or robotic defects.

### Courts and Common Law

Meanwhile, America’s court system offers countless remedies for actual harms that may develop. Contracts, property rights, nuisance laws, torts and products liability are all bodies of law that offer potential solutions to complex (and potentially unforeseeable) issues that come about. One scholar noted that “when confronted with new, often complex, questions involving products liability, courts have generally gotten things right.” He added that “[p]roducts liability law has been highly adaptive to the many new technologies that have emerged in recent decades,” and, by extension, it will adapt to other technologies and developments as cases and controversies come before the courts. The common law will adapt to
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address new technological realities in the world of AI and robotics just as it already did for consumer electronics, computing, the internet and many other earlier technologies. Unfortunately, the Biden AI Blueprint makes little mention of existing regulatory or court-based remedies, instead suggesting that we will need many new layers of potential preemptive compliance burdens.

Reputational Incentives and Ongoing Competition

Finally, firms have powerful incentives to improve the safety and security of their systems to avoid not only punishing liability, but also unwanted press attention and lost customers.\(^\text{105}\) Moreover, competition will continue to be the most important pro-consumer policy of all. The most effective solution to technological problems usually lies in more innovation, not less of it.

Conclusion: Embracing a Dynamic, Open Future

As policymakers consider governance solutions for AI and computational systems, they should appreciate how a policy paradigm that stacks the deck against innovation by default will get significantly less innovation as a result. Innovation culture is a function of incentives, and policy incentives can influence technological progress both directly and indirectly.

Over the last half century, “regulation has clobbered the learning curve” for many important technologies in the United States in a direct way, especially those in the nuclear, nanotech and advanced aviation sectors.\(^\text{106}\) Society has missed out on many important innovations because of endless foot-dragging or outright opposition to change from special interests, anti-innovation activists and over-zealous bureaucrats.

Furthermore, when government leaders and other critics demonize AI and computational science, it discourages individuals from studying or pursuing careers in these fields. After all, few would want to try to operate in an innovation cage, constantly struggling to gain the freedom to experiment, when other sectors (or even nations) offer a more hospitable environment.

The Biden administration’s AI Blueprint could send a similar message. It reads more like a blueprint for aspiring tech critics and trial lawyers who hope to bottle up algorithmic innovations rather than helping to advance them. That is not the best way for a country to craft a positive innovation culture. Our nation’s policy toward AI, robotics and algorithmic innovation should embrace a dynamic future and the enormous possibilities that await us.
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